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April 22nd: ASM & AFS Technical Presentation

Complimenting Mold Fill and
Solidification Analysis: Thermal Structural Simulation Applications
in the Foundry Environment
Modern Foundry Simulation Engineering supports the mission of producing high
quality castings at a reasonable cost. Software tools which are typically found in the
Casting Simulation Engineer’s toolbox focus on mold filling and solidification. Global
Propulsion Systems ME has a strong and experienced team of Casting Simulation
experts. My work augments and extends their work, in a way that makes our
Speaker
combined work unique and hopefully valuable. As an energetic young engineer Garrold ‘Chip’
DeGrace
working first for Central Foundry Division, and a passion for primarily structural
Technical
Fellow
analysis, the latitude to work on various foundry projects presented a virtual
General
Motors
playground. As the Technical Lead for our Manufacturing Process Physics team, the
quality of the propulsion components and systems which we produce is but one of
many concerns. At least three other classes of work, supported by unique and novel simulation
workflows, are also important. In our group we’ve brought considerable insights through simulation
relative to the durability of the machines involved in the process, the in-station physics of the
processes themselves, and manufacturing effects which are imparted into the components and
systems as they make their way to our customers.
Our team’s wide ranging responsibilities encompass all of vehicle propulsion from engine,
transmission, axle, electric motor, drive units and batteries. The manufacturing physics that we
engage in includes casting, machining, assembly, heat treatment, handling, and welding among
others. There is no shortage of opportunity for innovative simulation insights in manufacturing.

April 22, 2021 – ASM/AFS Joint Meeting
SpeAker: Chip DeGrace, General Motors
Topic: “Building on Mold Flow and Solidification,
Structural Analysis Simulation in the Foundry
Environment”
virTuAl evenT STArT TiMe: 7:00 PM

Biography: Garrold ‘Chip’ DeGrace is a dedicated
General Motors Engineer since beginning General Motors
Institute in 1981. Internal consultant recognized as Subject
Matter Expert in the area of Manufacturing Process
Physics. Specialist in casting, machining, heat treatment,
assembly and handling simulation techniques. Relentlessly
innovative with 41 Records of Invention since 2013.
Genuine desire and a special skill for mentoring junior
engineers.
AFFILIATED WITH

Grew up in the shadow of Central Foundry Division in
Carrollton, just outside of Saginaw, MI.
First exposure to Central Foundry was as High School
Junior through the Explorer’s Post for Engineering run by
staff at Central Foundry’s Divisional Office in1979.

For reservations please email
asmdetroitchapter@gmail.com
by April 20, 2021.
You will receive an email link to the event
on the morning of April 22, 2021.

A career of simulation innovation with significant
applications in the foundry environment. In many cases,
the simulation workflows required the development of the
analysis process.
Examples
• Full HPDC simulation of component in die, die open,
ejection, quench, degate and air cool for stress and distortion
• Full stress and distortion simulation of engine block with
cast in place liners for HPDC and Precision Sand
Processes
• Full stress analysis of functioning HPDC and SPM
machines for durability assessment
• Structural simulation with ductile material failure to
validate design of cylinder head debob machine
Continued on pg 2
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The clocks moved forward early one Sunday morning, and an hour of
sleep was lost. Oh, woe is me! But by the time that Monday afternoon
rolled around I was happy about the time change as I was driving home
in daylight rather than directly into the setting sun or after dark. The first
spring flowers are popping up and the weather is getting warmer. I
know it’s premature, but I’ve packed away most of my winter coats and
pulled out my sandals. Spring changes can be felt within our Chapter,
too. Soon we will be bringing another Chapter year to a close and
planning for next year.

March has been a busy month:
• The March 8 meeting was Sustaining Members Night and Larry A Godlewski from Ford
Motor Company was our speaker. Larry presented about advanced cast aluminum alloys
for automotive engine applications. The talk had great attendance with over 70 people!
• Two scholarships were awarded to students at the March meeting as well.
Congratulations to Samantha Lawlis and Kaitlyn Moo! You can find more details
on page 3.
• The Engineering Society of Detroit (ESD) Gold Awards were held March 17. James
Boileau was recognized by ASM Detroit by receiving the President’s Award. More details
on page 4.
Our next meeting is a joint meeting with the Detroit-Windsor AFS Chapter. The meeting
is Thursday, April 22 and the speaker is Chip DeGrace from General Motors. His topic is
structural analysis simulation in the foundry environment. We will close our Chapter year
on May 10 with the annual Woodside Lecture. Manish Mehta from M-Tech International
will be the Woodside speaker. More information on these meetings is below.
We continue to call for new Board Members. We are always looking for new individuals
to join the board so that their time, talent, and experiences can be incorporated to enhance
and grow the chapter. If you have never served before, or know of an individual who could
contribute, please encourage them to email me (asell@appliedprocess.com) – I am
always willing to spend time talking about the benefits of involvement with ASM.
We would like to hear from you on any suggestions that you may have; we are always
looking to improve and make Chapter events more engaging and relevant for our
members. Please feel free to contact any of us on the Executive Committee; your support
and engagement at every level is key to our Chapter’s success.
Happy Spring!

Eric McCarty
Finance/Council of Fellows
Kelsey Qiu
Membership/Sustaining Members
Mark Harper
Papers/Programs
James Boileau
Ring Central Meeting Coordination
Kathy Hayrynen
ASM Teacher’s Camp
Peg Jones
ASM Teacher’s Camp
April 2021
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DEGRACE BIOGRAPHY continued from pg 1
• Sand core simlations aimed at handling stresses, as well as thermal and hydrostatic loading during mold fill
• Thermal-structural simulation process for establishing a Risk Assessment for heat treating HPDC dies
• T6 Quench Simulation for cracking and residual stress in cylinder heads
• Dynamic simulation of vibratory SPM decore machine to explain failure and evaluate redesign
Significant manufacturing simulation projects that outside of the foundry environment
• Laser heat treatment of cast iron cylinder block for thermal management, residual stress and distortion
• Muliphysics electromagnetic-thermal, material structural kinetics simulation of camshaft hardening
• Coupled machining simulation involving mapping of cutting force history to finite element realm for static and
or dynamic displacements
• Full crankshaft fillet rolling simulation for the prediction of post-operation length growth and residual stress
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2020-2021
ASM Detroit Chapter Program
April 22, 2021
ASM/AFS Joint Meeting
Speaker:
Chip DeGrace, General Motors
Topic: “Building on Mold Flow and
Solidification, Structural Analysis Simulation
in the Foundry Environment”

May 10, 2021
ASM Woodside Lecture
Speaker:
Manish Mehta – M-Tech International LLC
Title: “Learning, Earning and Returning with
Materials in Humanitarian Projects.”

Congratulations to our
Scholarship Winners!
Our chapter is happy to announce that it awarded two $1500
scholarships to students pursuing a degree in materials science
and engineering this year. The scholarships were announced at
our March 8th meeting. The Marion Semchyshen, and James
A. Mansfield, Scholarships were given to two students
selected for their high scholastic achievement and their
activities in the field of materials science or metallurgy.

Samantha Lawlis
2021 Marion Semchyshen Scholarship

Samantha
Lawlis
2021
Marion Semchyshen
Scholarship Winner

Samantha is a current student at Michigan
State University. She has had internships at
MacLean-Fogg Component Solutions in
Royal Oak, MI, and at Fiat-Chrysler
Automobiles. She also had the opportunity
to work on a research project at Fraunhofer
Center for Diamond Coatings and
Technologies.

Kaitlyn Moo
2021 James Mansfield Scholarship

Kaitlyn Moo
2021
James Mansfield
Scholarship Winner

Kaitylin is currently attending the University
of Michian and is currently participating in a
nuclear materials project at the Michigan Ion
Beam Laboratory that aims to set up a
loading system for an irradiation creep
experiment conducted by Idaho National
Laboratory.
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ASM-Detroit
Chapter
2018-2021
Yearbook &
Buyer’s
Guide
Request For
Advertisers

Gold Award Banquet
On March 17, 2021, past ASM Detroit Chair, Dr. James Boileau, FASM, was our
Chapter’s honoree for an ASM Detroit Chapter President’s Award at the ESD’s Gold
Awards Banquet. Angella Sell, (Current Chapter Chair) presented the certificate and
Thomas Kozina (Education Chair) accepted the award on James behalf.

ASM-Detroit will be publishing the
2018-2021 Yearbook & Buyer’s
Guide by the end of this Chapter
Season. Business cards ads start at
$185 for Sustaining Member
companies and full page ads are
$425! We will be publishing this
edition electronically. With the online
book, thousands of potential
customers will see your advertisement, and many of them will decide
to do business with you. If you
haven’t advertised before, consider
advertising this year. For more
information on rates, contact Julie at
the chapter office at (586) 944-5656
or via email at asmdetroitchapter
@gmail.com. Help support ASMDetroit and advertise!

April 2021
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The ASM Detroit Chapter
Thanks Its Sustaining
Members for Their
Continued Support!
AFC Holcroft
Ajax Tocco Magnethermic Inc.
American Iron and Steel Institute
Applied Process Incorporated
Bruker Nano Inc.
Buehler
Burris Law
Cooper Standard
Dubois -Heatbath Park Metallurgical
Element Materials Technology
Engineered Heat Treat Incorporated
Gasbarre Thermal Processing Systems
GM Global R&D Laboratories
Heat Treating Services
Induction Services
Inductoheat
Industrial Steel Treating
Kolene Corporation
Mager Scientific
Materials Technologies
Consulting LLC
MetLab Corporation
Metro Weighing & Automation
Incorporated dba Dura Pack Inc.
Michigan Metrology
MSU Libraries/Serials Acquistions
National Element Incorporated
Nitro-Vac Heat Treating Inc.
OMNI Metals Laboratory Incorporated
RTI Laboratories, Inc.
Sun Tec Corporation
Surface Combustion Incorporated
United Technical Inc.
Upton Industries Incorporated
Vac-Met Incorporated
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CARBURIZE SOOT FREE
Carburize faster, & more efficient at 1.50%C
Save time, fuel, & energy with higher quality
Run pay loads instead of soot burn out time.
Any furnace builder can install this system.
New furnaces being built or old furnaces in
operation. Just request the Endocarb System.
Heavy Carbon Co. will supply any company
with equipment & patented technology
to install & operate this system.
Contact: heavycarbon@frontiernet.net

April 2021
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ASM-Detroit Chapter
Awards Four Awards to
Science Fair Students

Ray Decker Named
TMS Fellow!

The 2021 Science and Engineering Fair of Metropolitan Detroit was held virtually from March 7 – 8, 2021, using the Zoom platform. Celebrating its 64th year,
SEFMD had over 1800 students from elementary, middle, and high schools
across the state. These students prepared and presented their research projects through PDFs and downloadable video presentations. ASM volunteers
judged those projects focused upon the creation, development, and application
of materials. The projects were divided into a Senior division (students in grades
9 – 12) and a Junior division (students in grades 6 – 8).
The chapter is proud to recognize Mr. Niko Williams, a junior at Henry Ford
HS, with the ASM-Detroit Chapter’s 1st Place Senior Division Award. Mr.
Williams’s project centered upon creating a composite material using
shredded rubber in concrete; the project focused on varying the percentage
of rubber, holding the sample in a refrigerator to test an extreme
temperature condition, and testing the composite using an individuallycreated device that placed a controlled bending load on the structure. The
chapter is also proud to recognize Mr. Ameer Saleh, a junior at Universal
Academy HS, with the ASM-Detroit Chapter’s 2nd Place Senior Award for examining the temperature effects on the elasticity of rubber.
In addition, the chapter recognized the following two middle school students with the ASM-Detroit Chapter’s Junior Division Award:
Mr. Sriram Sivakumar (Novi Middle School), for his research on the elasticity and viscosity of common slime; and Ms, Alayna Gross
(Marshall Middle school) for her project on Diffusion rates in Gelatin.
The chapter would like to thank the following volunteers who served as judges: James Boileau, Mark Harper, Kae Poor, and Warren
Peterson.

ASM-Detroit Chapter’s Senior & Junior Division Award Winners
ASM-Detroit Chapter’s 1st Place Senior Division
NIKO WILLIAMS

Valve Shank washer rubber was decreasing in the cold temperature water
and the measurements were varying in the room temperature water.

Henry Ford High School
Road Conditions!
ABSTRACT: My hypothesis was accepted. My hypothesis was that shredded
tires will help to strengthen concrete. Using shredded tires did increase the
strength of the concrete. Our Governor of Michigan, Gretchen Whitmer, can
now say we have a universal solution to the pothole problem. Other Michigan
families and my own family can celebrate by saying the roads are fixed. Pothole
repairs will not continue to be a major maintenance item in the budget for
Michigan residents.

Novi Middle School - Taylor Morgan
How does the slime recipe affect it's elasticity
ABSTRACT: The PVA glue water solution was prepared and the rod was spun.
The height climbed was recorded and 4 mL of the borax solution was added.
This was repeated until 40mL. The result was the hypothesis was proven wrong.
The peak elasticity was reached much before the peak viscosity.

ASM-Detroit Chapter’s 2nd Place Senior Division

ASM-Detroit Chapter’s Junior Division

AMEER SALEH

ALAYNA GROSS

Universal Academy-HS - Ibrahim El Shawabkeh
The Effect of Temperature Elasticity of Rubber Products
ABSTRACT: This experiment is to evaluate the effect of temperature on elasticity
of rubber product. Different types of rubber product were placed under same
condition at different temperatures for 40 minutes. Results showed that
temperature affected elasticity of rubber in an extraordinary ways. In addition,
this experiment found that when the elastomeric is in stretch condition, heating
effects them to shrink. According to the results we received after testing each
object, the dissimilar temperatures and the time really affected the thicker
rubber band and the yogu gym loop to stretch more than before. But the Flush

Thurgood Marshall Middle - Leslie Smith
Diffusion Rates in Gelatin
ABSTRACT: Adults are getting the Pfizer vaccine, but it is stored at extremely
cold temperatures.The vaccine spreads throughout the body.The purpose of
my project was to see if the rate of diffusion in agar will be effected by a colder
temperature in 24 hours. My hypothesis was the colder temperature will not
affect the diffusion rate in the agar. My hypothesis was not valid. In conclusion,
the diffusion rate was greater in the petri dish at room temperature than the
petri dish that was placed in the refrigerator.

ASM-Detroit Chapter’s Junior Division
SRIRAM SIVAKUMAR
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March 8th Chapter Meeting Summary
Thanks to Larry Godlewski for presenting at our March 8th virtual meeting. Thanks to Emily Wolbeck as (March 8th Technical Chair) and
Angella Sell (current Chapter Chair) for leading the meeting. We had 70 attendees who met virtually for the event.

Student Affairs/Young Members Committee Update
Do you have questions about what is the
“Right Path” for me? Do you ever wonder
if going to graduate school or getting a job
would be better? The Young Member and
Student Affairs Chairs, Stephanie
Liberatore and Emily Wolbeck, are excited
to talk to you about their experiences and
offer some guidance.
Stephanie and Emily both graduated from
Michigan Technological University with
degrees in Materials Science and
Engineering in 2014. From there their paths
varied greatly. Stephanie stayed on at
Michigan Tech to obtain her Master’s in
Mechanical Engineering, after which she

April 2021
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was hired as a Ford College Graduate at
Ford Motor Company. Stephanie has
experienced many facets throughout Ford
in the FCG program and is currently
working full time in the Battery Cell
Integration and Testing department.
Emily entered the working world at Ford
Motor Company in the Program
Management Team straight out of college.
She had worked on the Expedition/
Navigator program launch before
transferring into research as a Failure
Analysis and Materials Characterization
Engineer. During her time at Ford, she
received her Master’s in Materials Science

and Engineering from Michigan
Technological University. She currently
works with a multitude of departments
throughout the company, seeing
everything from prototype materials and
parts to warranty returns. She specializes
in SEM, Optical Profilometry, and oversees
daily operations of the Microscopy Labs.
Stephanie and Emily would love to answer
any questions that you may have about the
pros and cons of both paths. Feel free to
send an email to stanker1@ford.
com (Stephanie) or ewolbeck@
ford.com (Emily) with any questions.
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ASM Detroit Chapter &
AFS Detroit/Windsor Chapter

Annual Golf Outing
REGISTRATION
DATE
Friday, August 13, 2021

TIME
Registration 8:30 am
Shotgun Start 9:00 am
PLACE

2936 S. Lotz Rd.
Canton, MI
COST

$100 per player
Includes:
•18 Holes
•Golf Cart
•Course Contests
•Prizes
•Beverages
•Lunch
•Dinner
•Basket of Cheer Raffle
...and Lots of FUN!

FOR GENERAL QUESTIONS
& COMMENTS
Tim Stachowski
email: tjssilenus@yahoo.com
phone: 517-927-3637

MAIL TO
Julie Nimer
ASM Detroit Chapter
P.O. Box 1398
Warren, MI 48090-1398

SCAN / EMAIL TO
asmdetroitchapter@gmail.com

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO
ASM-DETROIT

~&~
ASM and AFS have a rich history in supporting the
following: Provide scholarships to university students;
Promoting career fairs, science fairs and ASM’s annual Teacher’s
Camp; Visits to middle schools to encourage science and math careers.

Completed Form and Check Are Due by July 28, 2021.
Register Your Team Today!
FOURSOME: $400

Player 1 Name _____________________________________________________
Email _____________________________ Phone__________________

Player 2 Name _____________________________________________________
Email _____________________________ Phone__________________

Player 3 Name _____________________________________________________
Email _____________________________ Phone__________________

Player 4 Name _____________________________________________________
Email _____________________________ Phone__________________

SINGLE: $100

Player Name ______________________________________________________
Email ______________________________ Phone__________________

Your Sponsorship is Greatly Appreciated!
Company _________________________________________________________
Address

_________________________________________________________

City & Zip _________________________________________________________

Contact Person ____________________________________________________

Email ____________________________________________________________

Phone ____________________________________________________________

$500 - On Course Beverage Cart

$400 - Closest to the Pin Competition

$500 - On Course Lunch

$400 - Vegas Hole

$400 - Longest Drive Competition

$250 - Hole Sponsorship

The event is ASM-Detroit Chapter’s & Detroit
Windsor AFS Chapter’s yearly fundraising project
and is only made possible by our generous Sponsors and
Golfers. This is a unique opportunity for local business owners
and Chapter Members to promote their goods and services. It’s also a
great place to network with others and have a great time!

